1* Sikorski
has investigated the question of imbedding a given Boolean algebra jy into a complete or m-eomplete Boolean algebra & and has shown that in the case where the imbedding map is not a complete isomorphism, the imbedding need not be unique up to isomorphism. He further has shown that if J%Γ is the class of all (J, M, m)-extensions of a Boolean algebra jy, then S%Γ has a naturally defined partial ordering on it and always contains a maximum and a minimal element. He has left as an open question whether it always contains a smallest element. La Grange [1] has given an example which implies that 3ίΓ need not always contain a smallest element. However, the question of when does 3ίΓ in fact contain a smallest element is of interest as it turns out that should <_^ contain a smallest element, it has the structure of a complete lattice.
In § 2, necessary and sufficient conditions are given for 3Γ to contain a smallest element. In addition, the principle behind La Grange's example is generalized in Proposition 2.10 to show that if Ssf is not m-representable then the class 3Γ of all (J, M y m')-extension of J^ where J,M<σ and m' > M, will not contain a smallest element.
Since the proof of this result requires that J and M have cardinality ^ σ, it is of interest to ask if the class of all m-extensions 250 DWIGHT W. READ contain a smallest element in general, and the answer is no.
In § 3, a Boolean algebra Szf is constructed for each cardinal m such that the class 3fΓ of all m-extensions of J^ does not contain a smallest element. The construction has as implication (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2; Corollary 3.1) that for each algebra in a rather broad group of Boolean algebras, the class of all m-extensions will not contain a smallest element. In particular, this group includes all Boolean algebras which are the Boolean product of at least countably many Boolean algebras each of which has more than one m-extension.
Finally, in the last section, Sikorski's result that there is an equivalence between the class & of all (m, 0)-products of an indexed set {Ssζ}teτ of Boolean algebras and the class of all (/, M, m-extensions of the Boolean product J< of {S^t\ t^τ , for suitably defined / and M, is generalized to show there is an equivalence between the class έ^n of all (m, ^-products of {Szf t } t&τ and all (J, M, m)-extensions of ^7 where j^~ is the field of sets generated by a certain set £f, for suitably defined J and M. Then the above results imply that neither &> nor ^n need contain a smallest element.
The notation throughout follows that of Sikorski [2] .
2* Let n be the cardinality of a set of generators for the Boolean algebra J^ let J^> Λ be a free Boolean m-algebra with a set of n free m-generators, let J^, Λ be the free Boolean algebra generated by this set of n free m-generators and let g be a homomorphism from Ssζ >n to J^f. Let Δ o be the kernel of this homomorphism and let I be the set of all m-ideals A in J^4, n such that: 
But k a complete isomorphism implies that {kj, k{&")\ = tf, «"} > and since isomorphic elements in 3ίΓ (J, M, m) 
P -{A e JV: i(A) 2 C) .
If A' esif and A'gi for all A e P, then
which implies ί(A') = A^ or A' = A^ Thus 
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Hence J%Γ(J, M, m) contains a smallest element. This, then, gives a way to construct a Boolean algebra Sf such that S$Γ does not contain a smallest element. Namely, by finding a Boolean algebra Sf with an m-extension {i, ^} such that K P {^) Φ The next task is to construct such a Boolean algebra. If T = m and <Stf= j^f t for all ίeϊ 7 , the Boolean product of will be called the m-fold product of J&ϊ Note that if Jz? is a subalgebra of the Boolean algebra jy", ^~ is the m-fold product of J^ and ^~' is the m-fold product of Ssf', then Proof. Since ^ is a subalgebra of j^', ^ϋ ^*\ Let be the set of all φ t (A\ 4ej/ and ί e T(A e j^' and t e T). Then FeSS(Fe&") implies -Feyί-Fey') and ^(^') are sets of generators for ^r(^'') F°r elements Fzjf' of the form = ή F t , 
The next lemma assumes there is a Boolean algebra sf such that an m-extension is not an m-completion. Sikorski [2] cites an example due to Katetov of such a Boolean algebra for the case m = σ. As Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 imply, there is such an Szf for all infinite cardinal numbers m.
Assume for the moment that Ssf is a Boolean algebra such that 3fΓ contains more than one element and {i, &} e .βt~ is an m-extension that is not an m-completion. Thus there is a Be έ%? such that 
71=1
Since F' n e £%, there is an n, 1 S n g iV, such that ^ = 5 0 or F' n = -So, otherwise there is nothing to prove. This may be reduced to two cases: Proof of Case 1. If for each se S there is an n 8 , 1 ^ n s ^ N, such that there is a g s , 1 <; q s <: Q,, with i^s <Ξ JF (a)
for each ί ? eΓ such that X tq (F 8Q , q ) Φ 1 ^ ^ ^ Qs 0 and t q Φ t i9 1 ^ i ^ n; (c) TΓ^) 6 h Q (B) for all ί^ί ff ;l^i^JV;i^g^ Q So . Now x is well defined, 
. If j is the identity isomorphism of J^ into and {i, ^} is an m-completion of J?\> then {ij, ^} is an m-extension of
Proof. All that needs to be shown is that ij{^) m-generates But this follows immediately from the fact that Ssf m-generates and the definition of ^ and J?l. The results of this theorem may be generalized as follows. Let {^t}teτ be an infinite indexed set of Boolean algebras and {{i t }teτ, ^} be the Boolean product of {J^} te r Let T' be the set of all teT such that J%Γ(J^) contains more than one element. but the above construction shows that
